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Dear Friends
“He fell to the ground and prayed that if possible the hour might
pass from him. “Abba, Father,” he said, “everything is possible
for you. Take this cup from me. Yet not what I will, but what you
will.” (Mark 14:35)
These, according to Mark, are the words that Jesus prayed in the
Garden of Gethsemane before being arrested and taken to trial.
He knew that he faced crucifixion – an agonising and humiliating
way of being put to death. If only there was another way…..
As we find out on Good Friday, there is no plan B. Jesus is
indeed tried and nailed to the cross. Later, there is the
Resurrection and we often skip over the fact that Jesus had to
endure the horrific events of Good Friday to get there. But the
content of the prayer got me thinking. As I write this, we are
approaching the end of Lent – a time when we remember that
Jesus was presented with easy alternatives to his chosen ministry
as he retreated to the wilderness. How often do we pray for
things to go our way? The country singer Garth Brooks sings a
song where his prayers to get together with a girl at high school
are seemingly ignored. He meets her years later while with his
wife and he reflects on this encounter, “Sometimes I thank God
for unanswered prayers; Remember when you're talkin' to the
man upstairs, that just because he doesn't answer doesn't mean he
don't care;
Some of God's greatest gifts are unanswered prayers”
Often, when we pray, we present God with a list of demands, or
we assume that God thinks the way that we do. In those cases,
we hope that God will bend to our will. Is there a danger that,
instead of being followers of Christ, we instead expect God to be

The key comes in the final sentence of Jesus’ prayer, “Yet not what I
will, but what you will.” What prayer can do is align our minds with
God. Instead of getting God to do our bidding, we want to know
what God wants. Sometimes we are presented with a response like,
“Well what are you going to do about it then?” as a reminder that we
are God’s hands and feet in this world. Often though, we are
presented with a road forward that appears unpalatable whilst God’s
seeming silence suggests that there is no other way.
This seems particularly apposite as we contemplate the future of our
church. As we struggle for numbers and the finances just don’t add
up, there is a temptation to pray for, and expect that God will solve
the problems for us in a way that we would like. But are we not
making a huge assumption here? God may have other ideas. “See, I
am doing a new thing! Now it springs up; do you not perceive it?”
wrote the prophet Isaiah. After all, if there had not been a Good
Friday, there would not have been a Resurrection. Maybe he is
challenging us to find and walk the difficult path, whatever that
might entail for us and the church.
Ultimately, it is not our will, but God’s that will prevail. Let us all
pray for that.
Blessings
Peter

Ruth Helen Ambrose
12 May 1966 – 4th January 2021.
th

Jenny has asked me to write a short article about Ruth for the church
Messenger, but where do I start?
How do I write an article about my big sister when I can’t believe she has gone?
Mum and Dad became members of the church as newlyweds back in 1965. Ruth
came along in 1966 and was christened by Rev. Walter Lazenby. Sunday School
memories were always happy ones. With friends like Gail and Kirsty Morris, the
Wilkie boys and Nancy Arch, Ruth loved Sunday mornings. She was enrolled first
as a Brownie at church and then became a Girl Guide, and took her badge work
very seriously.
Although a tomboy, Ruth was chosen to be an attendant for the church Rose
Queens and then became Rose Queen herself in 1980, crowned by Marjorie
Hopwood. Mrs Hopwood gave Ruth a Saint Christopher necklace which she
always wore and I now have in safe keeping. The annual garden parties were
always a favourite occasion of Ruth’s. She always helped Dad on the door
collecting the entrance fees and then later assisting Dad (the then treasurer) in
counting the money raised. In later years Ruth was responsible for the hamper
at the fairs and the effort she put into the hampers was reflected in the money
raised. Ruth also loved the annual church picnic held at Meols Hall. She loved
the games of rounders and french cricket that were organised. The competitive
Ruth shone on these occasions.
Although moving away to Lancaster University for 4 years meant that Ruth could
not worship at Ainsdale United Reformed Church on a Sunday morning, once
she finished her studies she returned and was welcomed back into the fold.
Ruth was never one to shout about being a Christian, but her faith was very
important to her. She particularly took comfort from hymns and choruses and
she loved listening to music written by Graham Kendrick and John Rutter. Since
her death I have found her car glove compartment full of cds such as Keswick
live, Hillsong and Spring Harvest.

I think one of the saddest things regarding Ruth’s funeral was the fact that due
to covid restrictions we were unable to sing hymns – for the daughter of a
church organist we found this very hard, but we hope that once the restrictions
are lifted we may be able to have a service of thanksgiving for Ruth’s life, where
we can fill the church with friends, family and voices.
Mum, Martin, Hannah, Jack and I would like to thank you for all the love shown
during what has been a very difficult time. All your prayers, cards, flowers and
donations to The Alzheimer’s Society are very much appreciated. We would
also like to thank Rev Robert Shallcross and Rev Peter Lyth for leading Ruth’s
funeral. I hope that she would have approved of her send off, despite some of
the photographs shown on the slideshow. We can only take comfort in the fact
that Ruth is reunited with our Dad, and the pair are up in heaven discussing
some of Klopp’s tactics!
With love, Rachel Laugharne. X

Some thoughts and memories about Pat and Peter Sutcliffe
My family first moved to Ainsdale in 1963 and one of the priorities for my mother
was to find a church to which she could feel a sense of belonging. The
Congregational church in the heart of the village was perfect. From the very first
service we attended the whole family was made to feel most welcome, and the
church also had the added bonus of a drama group, which enabled Pat to engage in
her passion, acting.
Apart from a short break of two years (1971-73) when we lived in Bedford when my
father worked at Lord’s cricket ground, we have been members of this church ever
since and it has played an important part in our lives, especially Pat’s. She made an
enormous contribution to the life of the church. She was a founder member of the
1968 group, now known as the Ladies’ Group; she acted for, directed, and chaired
the drama group and kept it going until she and my father moved to France, she
sang in the choir, was a regular reader on Sunday mornings, attended Bible Study
groups, coffee mornings, supported social occasions, organised stalls for the
summer fair, and latterly hosted the knitting (nattering) group at her home. She
cared passionately about the success of the church and believed that it is very
important to maintain its strong witness at the centre of the life of Ainsdale. She
was always one of the first to chat to anyone who came to the church for the first
time, and to invite other people she knew to come to church. I know that she was
very dear to everyone in the congregation and I and my brothers have been deeply
touched by the many messages of condolence we have received from her friends
within it.
Peter’s attendance at church was intermittent in the early days. He often had either
cricket or hockey matches on Sundays, and he did not have the same depth of
Christian conviction as Pat. Nevertheless, he did support the church and respected
Pat’s need to express her spiritual life here and to encourage her sons to develop
theirs. I remember during the 1960’s that our garden in Trafalgar Road hosted fundraising parties and my father organised wine tasting, fishing for corks in his pond,
and target golf. (The wine, incidentally, was mostly home-made stuff – rose petal,
rice and raisin, dandelion, and peapod I remember as being his specialities!) People
were prepared to part with impressive sums of money for the church after a few
glasses of his rather strong vintages.

As he got older I think Peter thought more fundamentally about spiritual questions and
although he rarely talked about this I did get a sense that he grew into a deeper
understanding of the Christian faith and its true meaning and relevance. He certainly
came to church very regularly before he became house-bound, and got to know
everyone on a deeper level. He became much better at expressing his emotional side as
time went on and I remember many occasions when hymns, prayers or addresses in
church had a genuine impact on him. In his last years he made good friends at church,
and the community became important to him, as it was to Pat.
Over the last few months as I have been spending a lot of time with my parents helping
them through their illnesses I have been struck by two things. The first is the depth of
love which this church has shown for both of them – phone calls, messages, offers of
help, kind words, visits when allowed – all bore witness to the esteem in which they were
both held. The second is the courage they both showed in coping with their illnesses.
Both knew that there was no path to recovery but they remained cheerful, and
thoughtful of the welfare of their family above themselves. Before Christmas it began to
dawn on us that there was a good chance their deaths would not be far apart, though we
could not have thought it would be a matter of just four days. This double dose of grief
was very hard at the time but I have a strong sense that a hand beyond our
comprehension was in control. It was just meant to be. Their story came to an end
together, we were able to give them a joint funeral, and neither of them had to go
through the grief of losing their lifelong partner and adjusting to that loss.
The sadness at losing them is already being replaced by a host of happy memories. Pat
and Peter both knew what are the most important things in life, and although they both
achieved a lot in their careers this did not define them as people. They were both filled
with love, spirit in its fullest sense, and an instinct that good relationships with people are
the real joys of life. I know that if my mother could she would want to thank every single
one of our church community for all the love and support which was shown to her over a
lifetime of membership, and my father would do the same.
I can only finish by using the words of Revelation which Pat chose for the funeral – “It is
done. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end. To him who is thirsty I
will give to drink without cost from the spring of the water of life. He who overcomes will
inherit all this, and I will be his God and he will be my son.”

Rest in peace, Pat and Peter, we will never forget you.
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Weekly Church Activities
Sunday
Morning Worship at 9.45 am (in abeyance at present)
Sunday
Church4All at 4.00 pm
Tuesday
Gardening from 9.30 am
Coffee Morning 10.30 am – 12 noon in the Vestry
(in abeyance at present)
Thursday Knitting Group: 10.30 am. (in abeyance at present)
Friday
Connect Youth Group 6.00 – 7.30 pm (in abeyance at present)

A very big thank you!
I’d like to express my thanks to all those who kindly sent me cards and emails
on the occasion of my 80th birthday. The day itself, which couldn’t be celebrated perhaps in the way I might have liked because of the restrictions, was
made very special for me by all your lovely messages.
Alan

Community Garden

Regular gardening has now restarted on Tuesday mornings, and we have been
very busy sprucing up all the flower beds and tidying away all the old growth
which we didn’t manage to cut down in the autumn. We have bought three new
trees – flowering cherry – two of which have been planted in the big bed near to
the Dolce Vita wall. These should give a lovely show of blossom once they get
established. The third one has been planted in the other large bed, where Frank
and Jeremy managed to cut down the dead tree and get out the roots. Well done
to them!

The bulbs which we planted in the autumn have all flowered beautifully, and the
“dancing daffodils” both in the troughs and in the corner bed have well repaid us
for the work we put in down on our knees.

Ainsdale Civic Society asked us if we would like to have three gazebos, which were
surplus to requirements for them, and of course we gladly accepted these. They
will be stored in the garden shed, and many thanks to the Green family for making room there by removing the metal staging which is now stored behind the
stage. Hopefully in the summer we will be able to hold events in the garden, and
the gazebos will come into their own then.
At the moment, it is still a possibility that the Ainsdale Open Gardens event will
take place over the weekend of 10th and 11th July, and if this is the case, we would
plan to serve some sort of refreshments to raise money for the garden, as we
have done in the past. Of course, this will be contingent on government regulations and on the Deacons having given permission for the kitchen to be used
again.

Jenny

Easter
On April 4, Christians will be celebrating Easter, the day on which
the resurrection of Jesus took place. The date of celebration changes
from year to year. The reason for this variation is that Easter always
falls on the first Sunday after the first full moon following the
spring equinox.
That’s complicated, so let’s break it down. This year the Spring
Equinox (Latin for equal night) fell on 20 March, today on 22
March, in Ainsdale the day is slightly longer than the night, sunrise
6.11 and sunset 6.29pm. That’s Ainsdale of course. In Greenwich
(as in meantime) the sunrise was 5.59 and it will be 18.16 is when
the sunsets. Of course we are further north and further west than
Greenwich meantime.
Ignoring all that complication, we now have slightly longer days
than nights, the spring Equinox was 20 March. The next full moon
is on 28 March. That’s a Sunday, so the following Sunday is 4 April,
which is …….. Easter Sunday!! See, easy isn’t it.
There was a pagan festival before Christian times around the time
of the vernal or spring equinox. The feast of Eostre or Ostara is a
Germanic and Anglo Saxon goddess of spring and dawn and thus a
symbol of rebirth. Easy to move on to eggs: a symbol of rebirth and
then later to Easter eggs as chocolate became cheaper. The early
Christian Church adopted older pagan festivals, (Christmas at the
time of the Winter Solstice; the festival of Yule) and thus the
resurrection of Christ could easily be linked to a time of rebirth, in
fact the birth of the Christian church. Hence we now have the name
of Easter in English and in German it is Ostern.

Interestingly other other countries call it a variation of Passover,
Paques in French, Pasqua in Italian. According to the New
Testament, Christ was crucified at the time of Passover. Feel free to
look up Swedish, Danish etc etc as I did.
So there you go, that’s how we have totally different symbols.
Easter Eggs, on one side and the Cross on the other. Although, the
cross which we have decorated in our garden for many years with
beautiful spring flowers perfectly links the two traditions; the
rebirth of nature and the resurrection of Christ.
Imelda

Ladies Group
Obviously, we can’t meet at the moment, but as soon as possible when we are
allowed, we will arrange a celebration meeting. Possibly in June???
Jenny

The Letter - Christine Holford
I don’t know whether many of you have noticed that a lot of Neil Diamond’s
songs have been played in the last months on the radio. This was to celebrate
his 80th birthday.
We were first aware of him in 1971 when he sang “Sweet Caroline”. Born of
Jewish parents in New York, he starred in “The Jazz Singer”, singing “Hello my
friend, Hello”. He also used to write lyrics and compose many of his own songs,
mostly the lesser known ones. There was also a programme on the radio about
his whole musical career up to the present day. During the interview he was
asked if he had any thoughts of retiring. He replied, “Never, this is a job for life.”
Similarly, being a Christian is a job for life. Jesus had a short life, but what a lot
he achieved. He was put to death in the most barbaric way, the capital
punishment of the day. He triumphed over death and Christianity has thrived
for over two thousand years. Our job, as Christians, is to ensure that we
continue to thrive and grow. Although some people may not be able to witness
their faith in Church as often as before, we can still support the Church in other
ways. We must never give up.
God Bless
Christine

YOU’RE GONNA BE OK

That’s a worship song from a recent Church4all, which I referred to in a
recent email. Then when it was decided to keep the church closed, Praise
You in This Storm had me in tears. But then I was reminded that “hope is
never lost, to hold on and not let go, to put one foot in front of the other and
follow the light in the darkness, you’re gonna be ok”! I’ll stop there but I can
send you the link if you would like to listen to the whole song.
With Easter almost upon us, we have the opportunity through the
community garden to be a witness to the events surrounding the Crucifixion
and the Resurrection. The bare Cross will go up in the garden during the
morning of Good Friday and then you have the opportunity to bring some
flowers to decorate it on Easter Sunday (please ensure social distancing is
maintained). There will also hopefully be different points of prayer and
reflection around the garden. Lucinda is putting this together, and we have
gone for printed words rather than QR codes.
Hopefully by the time the next Messenger comes out we will be able to
worship together once more in church, not that our worship is confined to
the building, far from it!! But I’m sure we would all agree that we are all
created in God’s image, and for relationship with Him, with the planet and
with each other. Spectating on YouTube is fine, as are Zoom squares, they all
fulfil a need, and will carry on doing so for those unable to attend actual
services. That is probably something really good to have come out of all this;
for services to be more inclusive for everybody, something that perhaps
wouldn’t have been considered previously! For the rest of us, we need that
human contact, even if, for the moment we can’t hug each other and a smile
is behind a mask, WE’RE GONNA BE OK,…. “if your heart is heavy, remember
that you are a fighter. You’re stronger than you know, so hold on don’t let
go, just take one step closer. You’ll get through this, just follow the light in
the darkness.”
From all of us, we wish all of you God’s peace and Blessings at this Easter
time.
With love
Joan and family xxx

March 2021
Dear Friends
“Holy Father, protect them by the power of your name, the name you gave
me, so that they may be one as we are one.” John 17:11
In February 2020, the Stewards of Ainsdale Methodist Church met with the
Deacons of Ainsdale Village Church to consider how we could share more
collaboratively together. We had hoped to share in fellowship together in
order to appreciate each other’s traditions and get to know each other
better, although given the various lockdowns and restrictions on the
numbers of people allowed at services this was not possible.

The Stewards and Deacons met once more via Zoom on 24th February and
24th March this year. There was a strong sense that the Holy Spirit was
prompting us to explore working more closely together, perhaps the
possibility or the need for uniting some time in the future.
This would address questions such as “Does it make sense to have two
congregations worshipping at roughly the same time in broadly the same
(traditional) fashion?” The resources freed by uniting the congregations could
enable the existing members to be honoured by holding traditional worship
whilst exploring new expressions to reach out to new groups. And then there
is the thorny issue that at the moment we have to find two sets of leadership
and office holders, a task which is becoming increasingly difficult. We
recognise that we have two sets of premises that are both well maintained
and situated within the village, and we hope will continue to be valuable
assets for the promotion of the Kingdom of God. Ainsdale has a long
tradition of working ecumenically and we consider that this is a further
expression of the ethos that has underpinned our working over the years.

In the near future then, when possible, we will arrange services where we
can join together on occasions as part of our discernment. We can assure
you that major decisions will involve the whole of the churches and you will
be regularly updated and consulted.
In the meantime, we feel that exploring in this manner is the most practical
way of considering the future of our current congregations whilst at the
same time offering an opportunity to free some energy to explore new ways
of reaching out to the wider community. It is, we feel, the best way of
honouring those who have gone before us and preserving their legacy. In the
words of the prophet Isaiah,
See, I am doing a new thing!
Now it springs up; do you not perceive it?
I am making a way in the wilderness
and streams in the wasteland.
Please pray for those involved in the discussions that will continue to take
place, and feel free to talk to ourselves and the Stewards and Deacons of our
churches if you have any questions or comments to make at this stage.
Yours in Christ,

Rev Peter Lyth
on behalf of the Deacons at
Ainsdale Village Church

Rev Patrick Evans
on behalf of the Stewards at
Ainsdale Methodist Church

THANK YOU, THANK YOU

“Praise is rising, eyes are turning to you. Hope is stirring, hearts are yearning
for You.” No apology for yet another worship song! Christ has been opening
the hearts of so many who have recognised the plight of countless people
suffering hardship made worse over this last year.
On our own doorstep we continue to support thirteen families through “Bags
of Hope.” Now the children are back at school, we are going out in the holidays, and to four families regularly who do not have children at school. We
are looking forward to actually launching the Make Lunch Club, probably in
the summer holidays.
In Liverpool, we are a major source of donations for Refugee Women Connect.
You will know from previous emails that Angela, the Outreach Worker contacts me regularly with specific requests. I then put out an appeal to you, to
CTinA reps and from there it appears on various web sites. We also have contacts at Birkdale URC. You may remember the last one for blankets and a rug.
We were overwhelmed by the response!! Not just giving blankets but washing them and dropping them off. Here is an extract from an email I received
from Angela last week:
I just wanted to pass on the thanks from all the female service users and their
families (many of them children) for the huge donations of Blankets, you gave
us. I'm doing this because sadly you don't get to hear these comments firsthand or get to see the faces of the kids light up in disbelief as they hug the
blanket, or the elderly lady's face smile as she wraps herself, rocking in the
blanket you and your partners so kindly donated. You don't hear from the
grateful family who have been housed in less than desirable conditions and
can now put their children to sleep. I get all these comments and thank you,
and I always point out it's due to our lovely donors of which you are one. So, I
just wanted pass on some of the comments and positive outcomes, whilst
maintaining the confidentiality of the recipients. So, on behalf of all the recipients...

*********** "THANK YOU" **********

The thank you in the heading is from them to all of you. We are so very grateful
that we are allowed to store donations in the Top room. We have called a halt at
the moment until we are able to sort everything out and will only be asking for
specific items that we don’t have.

The thanks go to you, the praise to God, who moves people to acts of love and
compassion.
Love and Blessings
Joan, Lucinda and Paul

Communion

Reader

23 May

Jenny Boulton

30 May

Imelda Aspinall

Tea/Coffee

Hopefully in the next Messenger, we will be able to fill in the other columns!

Dolly the Trolley and friends
I got by with a little help from my friends…………………
I had a hip replacement op on 4 November, should have been 8 days before but
was postponed, I think people who know me may have heard me mention that a
few times before now.
Quite a few people have mentioned to me how speedy and brilliant my recovery
has been, well I owe it to a few friends. Firstly the human ones who cooked for
us in the first couple of weeks: lasagne, chilli, coq au vin, yes really! Fish pies
from the son and fiancée. You should have visited the Restaurant Chez Aspinall
between November and December, self-distancing of course. They were left in
the porch for a grateful couple!
And the friends and next door neighbours who helped Peter out with the shopping by bringing items that Aldi don’t sell and that I normally get.
The poor husband who heard the constant cry; Peter can you get this out of the
fridge, usually milk for the endless cups of tea I drink all day, or can you pick this
pan up? Mine are all cast iron! (You aren’t allowed to bend.)
Then, there are the non-human ones such as Dolly the Trolley! That was named
after the very sexist term for female flight crew, (funny though!) When I could
barely walk before the op I used that all the time to lean on, and to walk outside
doing up to 50 laps of our decking. The noise of its wheels on the wood was like
a very heavy lorry going past. Luckily it was October/November and no one was
in their gardens. I leaned on it to do a very truncated version of Joe Wicks exercises, right up to the day I went in hospital and to take cups of tea in to the
lounge (see above).
Then there was Lou and Luigi the frames that were put around the toilet: we’ll
leave the details at this point. Just read the second name out loud and you’ll get
my point!!

Then there was Polly the Perch. A high seat, supposed to be used when cooking.
Never used, I either sat at the kitchen table to chop veg etc. or stood up at the
hob. It stayed in the conservatory occasionally used to dry wet coats on!
The two crutches; I never got the hang of two of them so very quickly graduated
to one! Probably why I can only remember one name: Christopher Crutch. I can
still remember the sound of one falling and having to use Greta (see below) to pick
it up. Or another call to Peter if Greta wasn’t around!
And last but not least Greta the Grabber, named after Greta the Swedish girl with
plaits!! That was brilliant and still is, will be used for ever!! You can pick up tiny
items with it and pull things out of dark wardrobes as well.
You may think this woman is barmy; fancy naming all these things. Well it amused
some people, (they said it did anyway) and it amused me too and help keep me
going through a difficult time as did the human friends.
Imelda

Calendar for April
Sunday Services are via Zoom for the month of April at 10.45 am.
Easter services are also via Zoom, as follows:
Maundy Thursday at 7.30 pm
Good Friday at 10.45 am
Easter Sunday at 10.45 am

Janice Atfield
Nigel Mawdsley
Peter Lyth

On Good Friday, the bare cross will be erected in the Church garden, and
on Easter Sunday, people are invited to decorate it with flowers.
Any items for the June/July Messenger to be with Jenny Boulton
(jennifer43@tiscali.co.uk) by Wednesday 26 May 2021.

The Dead Sea Scrolls
In the winter of 1946-7, a Bedouin shepherd made an astonishing
discovery when he accidentally fell into a cave near the ruins of Khirbet
Qumran on the northwest shore of the Dead Sea. As he clambered
out, he brought with him a handful of ancient scrolls. Over the next
few years, many more scrolls were recovered from this and a number
of other nearby caves. They were found to date from between 150 BC
and AD 70, and contained 972 texts from, and commentaries on, the
Jewish Bible, written in Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek. By far the oldest
original Biblical texts, the Dead Sea Scrolls immediately attained a
religious and mystical significance that added to the debate over their
origins, translations and relevance.
The most natural conclusion concerning their origins was that they
were sacred texts of the Essenes, a devout Jewish sect of the period
who Pliny said had lived on the west side of the Dead Sea. Since 1990,
however, alternative theories of the scrolls’ origins have been
proposed. Further archaeological evidence from Qumran, together
with analysis or the content of the scrolls, has suggested to some that
they may have been written not by the Essenes, but by another Jewish
sect in Qumran; or they may have been compiled in Jerusalem, then
later taken to the Qumran caves for safe-keeping. Other scholars have
taken a fragment of St Mark’s Gospel in the scrolls as evidence that
some of the texts may have been written by early Christians.

Calendar for May
Sunday services will continue to be via Zoom at 10.45 am, but it is hoped
that services in Church will be able to recommence on Sunday 23 May,
Pentecost Sunday.
Sunday 23rd
Morning Worship for Pentecost Sunday at 9.45 am –
Gordon Wareing

Sunday 30th

Morning Worship at 9.45 am – Peter Lyth

Any items for the June/July Messenger to be with Jenny Boulton
(jennifer43@tiscali.co.uk) by Wednesday 26 May 2021.

May God Bless you this Easter and always

